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Owner’s Manual
Settling a life insurance policy.
BY

BILL DUBOIS

Life insurance policies contain
contract provisions that, in the proper
circumstances, can offer benefits to
clients beyond the lump-sum payment
of policy proceeds. Some of those
provisions have particular applicability to older policies. A careful review
of the individual policy is required
since the contract provisions vary
greatly between insurers.
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1. Interest Paid on Policy Proceeds
Before a Claim Is Paid
Life insurance policy contracts and/or
state law provide that an insurance
company will pay interest on policy
proceeds after the death of the insured
person, either from the date of the
insured’s death, or from the date a claim
is filed. In the latter case, the claim
should be filed as soon as possible. But,
when interest accrues from the date
of death, it may be to the beneficiary’s
advantage to notify the insurance company of the insured’s death but delay
filing the claim papers. The purpose of
the delay is to receive a higher-thanmarket rate of interest on proceeds.
Many older policies provide guaranteed interest rates of 2 to 3.5 percent, once-small rates that now are
competitive short-term yields. Unless
a beneficiary has an immediate need
for the money or has an opportunity
to invest the proceeds at a greater yield,
it may be advantageous to delay filing
of the claim paperwork to earn the
higher rate of interest.
The guaranteed interest rate paid
on proceeds before settlement varies
by policy, insurance company, and
state. The exact interest rate can be
obtained from the insurance company
if that insurer’s claim information
does not provide it.
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2. Options for Payment of Policy
Proceeds After a Claim Is Filed
A beneficiary may have the right
to leave the policy proceeds with the
insurance company and earn a guaranteed rate of interest. Policy provisions dealing with non-lump-sum
payment of proceeds generally are
found in the policy contract under a
heading such as “Settlement Options,”
“Payment Plan Elections,” “Payment
of Policy Benefits,” or some similar
name.
One settlement option is “interest
only.” This allows the beneficiary to
claim the policy proceeds but leave
them with the insurer at either the
policy’s guaranteed interest rate or
the insurer’s current rate. Interest
may be paid or credited monthly or
annually, depending on the policy’s
terms. Each policy should be examined to determine which rate applies,
when the interest is paid or credited,
when the proceeds and accumulated

interest may be withdrawn, and whether
a penalty is imposed when such a
withdrawal is made.
Other settlement options may allow
proceeds to be paid as an annuitylike life income, through principal
and interest in equal installments
over a specified number of years, and
through a specified amount of principal and interest until the proceeds
are exhausted. There likely will be
tables in the policy itself that show
what each of these options will pay at
the guaranteed interest rate.
The policy’s guaranteed interest
rates used to calculate the payment
amount under each of these options
may be more favorable to a beneficiary
than those available in the current
market. In addition, the annuity rates
used for life income options may be
substantially better than those currently
offered because life expectancies at
the time of policy issuance may have
been much lower.
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Some policies may allow the direct
beneficiary to add money to policy
proceeds when electing one of the
settlement options. There may be a
fee and/or state premium tax for such
an addition. However, it is wise to make
a cost-benefit analysis to determine if
a higher guaranteed interest rate more
than offsets any such fee.
Except in certain life annuity
settlements, any proceeds that are
unpaid after the death of the beneficiary will be paid to other beneficiaries
named either by the policyowner or
the beneficiary.
3. Other Uses of Settlement Options
for Beneficiaries
The policyowner, who usually (but
not always) is also the insured, often
has the right to designate settlement
options for payment of proceeds to
the beneficiary. In some cases, the

insured/owner’s exercise of that right
may be a cost-effective method for
distributing policy proceeds to the
beneficiary.
For example, if the beneficiary is
elderly or infirm and either the
amount of proceeds does not warrant
creation of a trust or there is not a
suitable trustee, the policyowner
might provide through the insurance
company that proceeds will be paid
out over the beneficiary’s lifetime.
Such an arrangement protects a
financially inexperienced beneficiary
from dissipating the proceeds and
from those unscrupulous persons who
prey on the elderly.
Proceeds paid in a non-lump sum
can be settled using two or more
options to preserve financial flexibility.
For example, a portion of the proceeds
may be settled under an “interest only”
option, which gives the beneficiary a

right of withdrawal to some or all of
such proceeds, while the remaining
proceeds may be settled under a different option, such as a life income or
payment over a period of years.
4. Use of Settlement Options
for the Insured Client
Most policies allow payment of
policy cash values using the settlement options in the policy to benefit
the policyowner. Once again, a policy’s guaranteed interest rate and/or
guaranteed annuity rates may be
much better than the rates currently
available. TBJ
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Attention all Real Estate, Probate and Trust Law attorneys. Join REPTL!
The cost is only $30 per year and the benefits far exceed that amount!
Benefits:
1. A $50 credit toward TexasBarCLE courses sponsored by REPTL. Note
that this credit exceeds your annual dues!

Courses include both the Real Estate and the Estate Planning
and Probate Advanced, Drafting, and Strategies Courses, Building
Blocks of Wills, Estates and Probate, Real Estate 101, and more.
See the Member Benefits page on the REPTL website at
www.reptl.org for a complete list.
2. Access to helpful information and articles on the REPTL website.
3. Access to REPTL’s keyword-searchable library of CLE articles from
the 20 years of seminars.
4. Discounted access to the State Bar’s Online CLE library.

6. REPTL members help contribute to the legislative process that shapes
the real estate, probate and trust law practice.

Cost:
$30.00 per year.

How to Sign Up:
The easiest way to sign up is to include a REPTL membership when
you pay your State Bar dues.
OR
You can sign up from your My Bar Page by clicking the JOIN SECTIONS
button.
OR
You can download and print an application from the Join Us! page at
www.reptl.org, fill it out, and mail it in with your dues.

5. Subscription to REPTL’s quarterly publication, “The REPTL Reporter.”

The REPTL Reporter provides a wealth of information to you in
the form of case law updates and articles in the areas of real estate,
probate, trust, and elder law.
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